


A little about me…

Managing Director at White.net

Technical SEO & Content  
Marketing

Range of brands – Luxury, Travel,  
Retail



“SEO  is    
Dead”



We  are  all  still    
employed,  so    
it’s  probably    

not…  (unless  we  all  missed  a  big  memo)



SEO  is    
in  its    

infancy







Google  is    
only  19   

years  old



It  wasn’t  until    
Amazon was  19    
that  it  started    

offering  streaming    
services



This  was  what      
Apple made  at    

age  19…  



This  was  
their    

website



Things    
change a  lot    
as  we  age.  



The  perfect  search  engine  would  really    
understand  whatever  your  need  is.  It    
would  understand  everything  in  the    
world  deeply,  give  you  back  kind  of    

exactly  what  you  need.

“ “
Larry  Page,  Co--Founder  and  CEO,  Google
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Who  is    
‘You’?





Google  is    
changing for   
consumers



How do we survive?

Stop 
measuring  
only traffic  

and  
rankings

Don’t look  
at single  
keywords  

in total  
isolation

Expand  
research  
beyond  
search  

volumes

Build your  
brand, not  

just a  
website for  

SEO

Use  
structured  

data to 
own 

position 0



Stop    
Measuring    
Only  Traffic    
and  Rankings



Sometimes  high  traffic  is  the  result  of  being    
the  top  page  ranking…



…but  only  when  there’s  not  a  clear  answer    
that  you  could  take  from  the  SERPs.  

Keyword Search Vol Total Traffic Page
pustule 14,000 1,350 webmd.com
intemperate 6,000 289 dictionary.com
equiangular 3,600 92 wikipedia.org

december 
in  spanish

3,500 135 spanishdict.com



High  Rankings  
= 

High  Traffic



High  Traffic
= 

High  Revenue



How  do  I  measure  that?!?

Chart  your    
rankings    
against    
average    
traffic  

Content    
groupings    

around    
information  
al/transacti  
onal  pages  

Track    
answer    

boxes  and    
new  SERP    
displays



Don’t  look    
at  singular    
keywords



increase  in  
who/what/  
where/how  

searches

61%



searches    
are    

performed    
in  natural    
language

70%



1.  It’s  not         
1999 

anymore  



A system for synonym generation and/or  
identification can be utilized to make a search  

engine more effective in findingrelevant search  
results. In embodiments, a synonym generation  

system includes a phrase vector module, a  
vector similarity module, and a vector filter  

module. Candidate synonym phrase pairs are  
selected from data sources for analysis. Data  

sources may include a log of search queries, a  
corpus of web text, and a set of merchant  

descriptions of products. The data sources may  
be analyzed with respect to the phrase pairs to  
generate vector representations of the phrase  
pairs. The vector representations may then be  
analyzed to determine a similarity vector. The  

similarity vector allows the synonym generation  
system to filter synonyms from the candidate  

phrase pairs.



2.  Voice  search    
uses  a  lot  more  

words



We  speak    
150  words  a    
minute,  we    

type  40



3.  More  words    
means a  clearer    

intent





How  do  I  measure  that?!?

Awareness

Interest

Desire

Action

Understand    
performance  by    

purchase  funnel  as    
content  groupings,    

not  site  folder



Expand    
beyond  just    
search    
volumes



There  is  no  such    
thing  as  accurate    

search  volume



Keyword Search Volume
cheap windows laptops 2,900
cheapest 
windows  laptops

2,900

cheap windows lapptop 2,900
windows laptop cheap 2,900





People    
sometimes  do    

more  than    
search;  why?





What    
emotion do    

these  people   
feel?





How  do  I  measure  that?!?

Use    
‘canonical    
keywords’    

in         
forecasts

Use  a    
combinati  

on  of    
metrics,    

not  a    
single  one

Look  for    
trends  in    
volume    

changes,    
not    

absolutes



Use    
Structured    
Data



“A  standardized  format    
for  providing    
information  about  a    
page  and  classifying  the    
page  content.”







Zero  Search    
Results



Either  we  help  Google    
to  understand our    

sites,  or  we  accept  we    
won’t  get  these  types    

of  results



How  do  I  measure  that?!?

Identify    
schema    
used  by    
those    

already    
ranking

Don’t.    
Accept    
this  is    

simply  the    
future  of    
Google

Test    
performance 

 of  pages    
against    

each  other



Build  a    
Brand,  not    
just  a  site    
for  SEO



The  majority  of  metrics    
struggled  to  predict    

more  than  15%  of  the    
ranking  positions



What  is  it    
we  can’t    
quantify?



Now  think    
about  voice    

search



Products  are  the    
same/similar    

Price  is  the  same 
Next  day  delivery  on  all 

Why  choose  you?



Demonstrable    
evidence  you    

are  the    
preferred brand



Make  people…

…about  your  brand.



How  do  I  measure  that?!?

[Brand]  +    
[Product]    

search    
volume

CTR  vs.    
Average    
Position

Brand    
recognition    

surveys



Final  Thoughts



Keywords   
= 

Rankings   
=    

Traffic   
=    

Conversions



Keywords   
= 

Rankings   
=    

Traffic   
=    

Conversions



Rankings  and  traffic  are  no    
longer  the  best  sign  of    

success

Changes  in  search  means    
we  now  know  more  about    

intent

So,  we  need  to  look  at    
more  than  search  volumes    

to  meet  that  intent

Structured  data  helps    
understand  us  as  an  entity

That  entity  helps  us  be  a    
BRAND  which  helps  solve    

all  the  other  problems



1.
Do  not  rely  on  
individual  
metrics  in  
isolation  



2.
Use  data  that    
can  be    
compared    
competitively  &  
spot  trends



3.
Prioritize    
people  and  user  
experience    
over  pure  SEO




